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ABSTRACT

Genetic Circadian Mosaics and the Clock Network’s Contributions to Sleep
by
Lukasz Widziszewski

Advisor: Orie Shafer

Circadian rhythms are physiological and behavioral changes which follow a 24-hour cycle.
Drosophila Melanogaster’s circadian clock neuronal network (CCNN) has been identified and
several subpopulations have been characterized based on previous studies; the classifications
of subpopulations of neurons within the CCNN are based on a return of anticipatory locomotor
activity preceding the two daily light transitions (Lights on = dawn/Lights off = dusk). The
neurons responsible for the return of anticipatory morning locomotor activity have been
referred to as the M-cells, the group of neurons known to rescue evening anticipatory
locomotor activity have been termed the E-cells. In this study I have selectively reinstated the
Period (PER) protein using the Gal4-UAS system in specific subsets of the circadian clock neuron
network using the per01 mutant fly as the base. This mutant fly lacks the PER protein, a critical
protein essential for driving the negative feedback loop which drives endogenous circadian
timekeeping rendering this fly arrhythmic in environments with constant conditions (DD). In
more natural conditions with a light-dark cycle, the mutant per01 fly will lack anticipatory
locomotor activity preceding light transitions, the recovery of this anticipatory activity has been
classically used as a proxy for the recovery for circadian rhythm. Using the GAL4-UAS system, I
will isolate the contributions of specific circadian clock neurons to sleep in a standard light-dark
(LD) environment, break-down the sleep architecture for day (siesta) and nighttime sleep.
Previous research using this design has focused on the anticipatory activity mentioned earlier,
my study will use this phenotype to confirm rescue of circadian rhythm in the genetic mosaics
but will focus on sleep and sleep consolidation changes accompanying the rescue. I have also
broken-down sleep-in Drosophila Melanogaster into the day which has been referred to in the
field as siesta sleep, and night sleep due to the models’ diurnal rhythms.
My results indicate the M-neurons classically associated with anticipatory activity preceding
lights on exert influence on nighttime sleep. With several night sleep parameters trending
towards wildtype levels when PER was reinstated in the M-neurons. However, Siesta sleep
remained similar to our parental Gal-4 control. Similarly, when both the M-neurons and Eneurons have had per reinstated confirmed by restoration of the morning and evening
anticipatory activity, both siesta and nighttime sleep architecture recovers in the direction of
iv

wildtype levels. The consolidation of sleep recovers to wildtype levels. These results suggest the
M-neurons exert influence over nighttime sleep and the E-neurons contributes to siesta sleep.
I will also discuss longer sleep bouts which have been correlated with deeper sleep by increased
arousal threshold and metabolic changes after 30 minutes of inactivity. When looking at sleep
parameters using a longer definition of sleep we see similar trends as the standard definition
with the M-neurons having more influence over night sleep and the E-neurons having a
profound impact on siesta sleep. Finally, I’ll discuss sleep in a constant environment (DD), with
the lack of light transitions to guide behaviour the flies will be free running, which refers to
their endogenous circadian clock and the period it sets. The difficulty with free-running analysis
stemming from differing endogenous periods of day prohibited DD sleep parameter
comparisons.
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Introduction
Circadian Rhythms
Circadian rhythms are daily rhythms in behaviour and physiology, these cycles in wildtype
animals typically repeat roughly every 24 hours, however this is partially driven by the
environment. Circadian rhythms can be entrained to external environmental cues (light and
temperature) however the 24-hour cycle will continue in constant conditions (DD), this free
running period may slightly deviate from the 24-hour cycle due to the lack of environmental
cues (Grima et al., 2004; Stoleru et al. 2004). These daily rhythms persist in many organisms and
have a rich centuries old history originating with plants (de Mairan, 1729). During the 1960s
Drosophila melanogaster became a preeminent model for circadian research, using genetic
screening a single gene mutant with varied circadian period (19-28hrs) and a lack of free
running period was mapped to the same gene period (per) (Konopka and Benzer 1971). In this
landmark paper, using ethyl methane sulfonate to increase the rate of mutagenesis, Benzer and
Konopka found three mutant flies with abnormal eclosion times. These mutants had very
different eclosion patterns and adult activity rhythms which suggest both are under circadian
control. More astounding was that all of these behaviors were under the control of one gene.
With this discovery the fly became a prevalent model organism for decades to come.
Molecular Clock
The period (PER) protein along with cycle (CYC), timeless (TIM) and Clock (CLK), make up the
core transcriptional feedback loop which drives circadian rhythm (Allada et al., 1998; Rutila et
al., 1998; Sehgal et al. 1994). This circadian transcriptional feedback loop relies on the cyclical
1

expression of per RNA and protein. During the daily rise in per protein there is a decline in PER
mRNA (Siwicki et al., 1988; Hardin et al., 1990; Zerr et al. 1990). The per and tim mRNA
gradually increase throughout the day and reach their peak in the evening, during this peak two
proteins PER and TIM aggregate in the cytoplasm where tim stabilizes per and is necessary for
transport into the nucleus during the latter portion of the night (Jang et al., 2015; Zheng and
Sehgal 2012). Once in the nucleus, TIM and PER regulate transcription by inhibiting the
transcriptional activators CLK and CYC which results in the decline of per and tim mRNA levels
(Gekakis et al., 1995; Sehgal et al. 1995; Dubowy and Sehgal 2017).
A molecular modulator of entrainment is the circadian blue-light photoreceptor cryptochrome
(CRY) (Emery et al. 1998; Stanewsky et al. 1998). The role of cry within the feedback loop
consists of degradation of tim, thus preventing transcriptional activation, this feature is critical
for entrainment to light/dark cycles (Schantz and Archer 2003).

The Circadian Clock Network
In Drosophila the circadian clock neuron network (CCNN) consists of ~150 neurons (~75 per
hemisphere) (Hermann-Luibl et al. 2015) that express the core molecular clock components.
The simplicity of this network compared to larger mammalian counterparts allows researchers
to better dissect the contributions of this network. This network serves as a homologue to the
mammalian superchiasmatic nucleus (SCN), a much larger network (Welsh et al., 2010; Bedont
and Blackshaw 2015). The neurons in the CCNN are sorted into groups based on location and
morphology: four lateral neuron (LN) groups (lLNvs, sLNvs, LNds and LPNs), three dorsal neuron
groups (DN1, DN2, and DN3). The lateral groups are further divided into four groups consisting
2

of two ventral clusters (large ventrolateral neurons - lLNvs and small ventrolateral neurons –
sLNvs), one dorsolateral group (LNds), and the lateral posterior neurons (LPNs) (reviewed in
Dubowy and Sahgal, 2017). These cells express various neurotransmitters, neuropeptides and
serve different functional roles. Here we see several clock neurons (LNvs and DN1s) display
cycling levels of activity (Cao and Nitabach 2008; Sheeba et al., 2008b; Flourakis et al. 2015),
peak activity for each group of neurons varies in phase when examined using intracellular
calcium levels (Liang et al., 2016; Dubowy and Sehgal 2017). However, in wildtype flies
entrained in an LD environment and for the first few days in a DD environment, the core
molecular clocks in most clock neurons cycle approximately in phase (Yoshii et al., 2009;
Roberts et al. 2015). Recent research has implicated two circadian clock neuron groups, the
lateral-posterior neurons (LPNs) and a subset of the dorsal neurons the DN1s as the pathway to
sleep centers in the fly brain (Guo et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2014; Schlichting et al., 2016).
Suggesting these neuronal groups are involved in incorporating the circadian networks
influence on sleep.
The role of the circadian clock in sleep is critical in restricting sleep to environmentally
advantageous times of day. Research has established the circadian clock promotes sleep at
night (during the dark phase) and wake in advance of dawn (Kunst et al., 2014; Liu et al. 2014).
In particular the l-LNvs and s-LNvs are wake promoting neuronal groups, with firing activity
reducing around lights-off (Cao and Nitabach 2008; Fernandez-Chiappe et al., 2020; Parisky et
al., 2008; Shang et al. 2008).

3

Sleep in Drosophila
Sleep is a highly conserved functional behavior, it’s essential for a wide array of biological
functions. Sleep is critical for neuronal function, playing a role in synaptic regulation, complex
cognitive function and learning and memory (Hartmann, 1973). With the strong base of
circadian research and genetic tools, the genes and neural circuits of the Drosophila CCNN and
its contributions to sleep are better understood than ever before (Blum et al., 2018; Donlea,
2019; Shafer and Keen 2021). This work has identified molecular mechanisms and
neurotransmitter systems conserved within the animal kingdom, which are the primary drivers
of sleep and wakefulness in mammals (Joiner et al. 2016).
Sleep is defined as prolonged periods of quiescence, reduced responsiveness to sensory stimuli,
rapidly reversable (distinguishing it from comas or hibernation), and recovery sleep following
sleep deprivation (Campbell and Tobler 1984; Joiner et al. 2016). When quantify a sleep bout,
the standard definition for the field uses 5-mins of inactivity (Hendricks et al., 2000; Shaw et al.
2000, 2002).
Measuring sleep
When monitoring sleep, the behavior has been classically defined as 5-mins of inactivity. In the
DAMs (Drosophila activity monitors) this is 5 minutes of the fly not crossing the IR beam
situated in the middle of the tube (Konopka and Benzer, 1971; Zehring et al. 1984). These bouts
of 5 or more minutes of not crossing the central beam will be quantified as a Sleep Bout. The
timing and length of sleep bouts varies but typically has two consolidated peaks, one during the
day and a larger segment of sleep during the night. Other sleep parameters quantified by
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“Phase R” software include sleep bout duration, sleep bout length and sleep onset (inhouse
software courtesy of Shafer lab).
In LD we see two consolidated periods of sleep throughout the course of one day in the
standard 12:12 environment. A daytime siesta which is smaller and characterized shorter sleep
bouts and a nighttime sleep which is more highly consolidated (Ishimoto, 2012). These two
peaks in daily sleep persist in a wildtype fly when placed into DD, however a per01 mutant flies
will sleep at random times throughout the day and their two sleep peaks will disappear
(Dubowy and Sehgal, 2017). This consolidation of sleep under free running conditions is
therefore a circadian function (Grima et al. 2004).
We monitored sleep in both LD and DD environments, looking for a return of rhythmic sleep-in
flies with the PER gene reinstated using the Gal-4 UAS system which will be described in detail
below, in several neural subsets of the CCNN. Using these genetic tools, we can isolate the
contributions of these neural subsets by selectively reinstating a functional circadian clock in a
Per01 mutant. These genetic mosaics with circadian rhythms rescued will be monitored under
LD and DD conditions, also quantifying other more subtle sleep parameters such as total sleep
time, sleep bout duration and sleep onset under LD (inhouse software courtesy of Shafer Lab).
Using the standard definition of sleep, carefully quantifying various sleep components of sleep
architecture and timing, has provided insights into the contributions of the circadian clock
neurons to the structure and timing of sleep.
Finally, recent work has suggested that longer bouts of sleep may represent a distinct sleep
stage in the fly (Stahl et al., 2017; Tainton et al., 2020, Van Alphen et al. 2013, 2021). Varying
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the definition of sleep (i.e., the duration of activity considered a sleep like state) provides a
means to examine the circadian control of sleep bouts of different durations to examine if short
and long bouts of sleep are differentially regulated by the circadian clock.
GAL4-UAS System
The GAL4/ upstream activating sequence (UAS) system is a powerful genetic tool, allowing
targeted gene expression in a cell specific manner (Brand and Perrimon 1993). The gene
encoding the yeast transcriptional activator GAL4 has been randomly inserted into the
Drosophila genome, then using a gene containing GAL4 binding sites within its promoter
prompts expression of the gene in cells expressing GAL4.
Using a per01 (period null) mutant and the Gal4-UAS system we are reinstating the missing piece
in the transcriptional feedback loop thus returning circadian rhythm by reinstating the per
protein (Grima et al. 2004). The Gal4-UAS system allows us to reinstate per expression in
specific neuronal cells, thus creating genetic mosaics with functional circadian clocks in the
targeted neurons. The target locations of the Gal4-UAS system are subsets of the circadian
clock neuron network (CCNN), these will be described in detail in the genetic driver’s section.
Entrainment
Entrainment is the process of synchronizing the clock system to environmental cues
(zeitgebers) (Aschoff et al., 1965; Emery et al. 1998). The study takes place in an incubator with
12-hour day and 12-hour night (12:12 LD) schedule. This is the standard paradigm used for
circadian entrainment experiments and will be the environment for all the genetic mosaics and
control lines used in this study. The timing of lights-on and lights-off in the incubators will be
consistent for the duration of the study, the light transitions occur at ZT-0 (lights-on) and ZT-12
6

(lights-off). Other possible zeitgebers like temperature will remain consistent throughout the
study.
Free Running Sleep Rhythms
The second phase of behavioral testing removes all environmental cues and deprives the flies of
any zeitgeber. After 5 days of 12:12 LD entrainment, the flies are moved to constant conditions
(DD) to ensure that any behavioral rhythms are endogenous and not driven by rhythmic
environmental cues, such persistent cycles are referred to as free-running rhythms. Flies
missing the PER protein (per01 mutant flies) typically will not exhibit rhythmic behavior in DD,
(Konopka and Benzer, 1971). Wildtype flies, Canton S (CS), will typically maintain a close to 24hour period in a DD environment (Lindsley and Grell, 1968).
Genetic Drivers
Previous circadian research has focused on locomotor activity, particularly anticipatory activity
before light transitions. Per01 flies lack this anticipatory activity for both lights-on and lights-off.
When period was rescued only in the M-neurons of per01 mutants using the BMRJ-Gal4 driver,
morning but not evening anticipation was rescued, leading to the designation of these neurons
as morning oscillator (Stoleru et al., 2004; Guo et al. 2014). The neurons targets by the BMRJ
Gal-4 consist of all cells expressing the neuropeptide Pigment Dispersing Factor (PDF), this
includes the LNvs, excluding the 5th PDF- sLNv (Helfrich-Forster et al., 1995; Rieger et al. 2006).
In a DD environment the BMRJ rescue flies will display rhythmic locomotor activity (Grima et al.,
2004; Stoleru et al. 2004).
Mai179 Gal-4 has a broader range of expression, targeting both the M-neurons and E-Neurons,
the E-neurons consist of the dorso-lateral neurons (LNds) and the 5th s-LNv. Rescue of PER
7

expression in both M and E subsets rescues both morning and evening anticipatory activity
(Grima et al. 2004). The Mai179 Gal-4 rescued flies also regain rhythmic activity in DD (Grima et
al. 2004).
The most broadly expressed GAL4 driver included in our study was the CLK856 GAL-4,
expressed in most clock neurons (all LN and DN cells – strong expression in sLNv, lLNv, LNd,
DN1a, DN1p, DN2 and DN3 groups) (Gummadova et al. 2009). To complement and isolate the
non-M neurons, we will use an PDF-GAL80 (GAL80 will binds to GAL4 dimer, which will inhibit
transcription in PDF+ cells) in conjunction with the CLK856 GAL-4, this combination will isolate
the PDF- cells expressed by the CLK856 driver (Eliason et al., 2018; Gummadova et al., 2009;
Pilauri et al., 2005).
Disruption of Circadian Rhythm and Mental Health
Sleep and Circadian rhythm disruptions (SCRD) are a ubiquitous part of modern life, with
exposure to screens during the dark phases of the day, shift work, and transmeridian travel all
being common. Research in shift workers has demonstrated SCRD can lead to cognitive
impairment and psychiatric illness including depression (Arendt, 2010). Rodent clock mutant
experiments have recapitulated some of the deficits seen in SCRD and have revealed a causal
link between SCRD and disease pathophysiology (Laposky et al., 2005; Marcheva et al., 2010;
Jagannath et al., 2013). Critically, studies have also demonstrated reversing these clock
disruptions attenuates the adverse health consequences suggesting the circadian system can
targeted as a therapeutic target (Solt et al., 2012; Hatori et al., 2012). Circadian rhythm
disfunction has also been reported in early stages of AD, with treatments such as bright light
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therapy in conjunction with chronobiotics showing promise in treating sundowning syndrome
and other cognitive symptoms in advanced AD patients (Sharma et al., 2021).
Past studies in Drosophila have investigated a link between SCRD and Alzheimer’s disease (AD).
Findings in these studies support the idea the period gene may be involved in a neuroprotective
pathway against aging (Krishnan et al., 2012). With the strong foundation of circadian rhythm
research and the relatively simple CCNN in drosophila we are capable of understanding the
influence of circadian clocks in specific neuronal subpopulations of the CCNN.

Methods
Behavioral analysis
Flies were reared on standard fly medium and kept at 25°C under a 12-hour light/12-hour dark
cycle. Female virgin flies were collected over CO2 for setting crosses with male Gal-4 strains. The
F1 progeny of the previously mentioned cross would be our experimentals, at 6 days old would
then spend 5 days in LD (12hr light/dark) for entrainment inside our incubators, with the final 3
days in LD used for sleep analysis. The first two days served only as an entrainment period and
were not a part of analysis. Then the flies were placed in constant darkness with the other
conditions remaining constant as well for another 5 days.
Quantifying Sleep
To measure sleep, we used the standard definition of sleep, 5 minutes of inactivity and a
secondary longer sleep definition of 30 minutes. To measure this, we used Drosophila Activity
Monitors (DAM), which use an infrared-beam in the center of the tube. Any period of 5 or more
9

minutes in which the infrared beam is not crossed would be considered a sleep bout and for the
longer sleep definition any period of 30 or more minutes without crossing the central beam
would register as sleep. Male flies are placed inside individual tubes; with food on one end of
the tube and the other end is closed using cotton. Each DAM can hold up to 32 flies at any given
time, using this tool we placed an age-controlled male fly genotype per DAM inside a
temperature, lighting and humidity-controlled incubator. The parental Gal-4 and UAS-PER24
controls were age controlled and run inside the same incubators as the experimental flies.
Data was analyzed using an in-house custom script using R. Using 30 min bins to collect activity
data which in turn was used with a defined sleep definition to quantify sleep for two different
sleep definitions, 5 minutes definition of 5 minutes of inactivity or more was quantified as sleep
and 30-minute definition where 30 minutes or more of inactivity was quantified as sleep. Sleep
duration, sleep onset and total sleep time were only quantified for LD with 12hour windows set
from ZT 0-12 and ZT 12-24 defined as day and night sleep. Due to the non-normal distribution
of sleep parameters, we used medians instead of averages for a better representation of data.
Tables were compiled using sleep data from in-house custom script. Sleep data from all runs
(four runs for all genotypes with the exception of CLK856 Gal-4, PDF Gal-80 experimental which
used three runs as it was added after the first run) was averaged together for sleep parameter
and long sleep parameter tables, sleep consolidation data has each run individually presented
in tables.

10

Fly Strains
Per01 mutant flies and UAS/Gal-4 lines were provided by the Shafer Lab. The UAS-per24 was
used in conjunction with several Gal-4 lines to isolate different subsets of the CCNN. The BMRJGal4 driver expressed in LNvs, but excluding the 5th PDF- sLNv. Mai179 Gal-4 driver is expressed
in LNvs and LNds. The CLK856 Gal-4 driver is expressed in the sLNvs, lLNvs, LNds, DN1a, DN1p,
DN2 and DN3 cells. Finally, the CLK856 Gal-4, PDF Gal-80 expresses in LNds, DN1a, DN1p, DN2,
DN3 and the 5th PDF- sLNv.

Dissection and Immunolabelling
All dissections were performed in 20-minute windows on whole mounted males at ZT 18 on 712 days old and follow the protocol set in Shafer et al. (2002). To confirm rescue of PER Alexa
flour 488 (Goat anti Rat) in green was used for immunostaining and Alexa Flour 568 (goat anti
guinea pig) in orange was used for PDF immunolabeling following protocol from Shafer et al.
2002. Confocal Imaging was done on an Olympus Fluoview FV3000 using Fluoview FV31s-SW
with confocal setting kept constant. Imaging was not quantified but was processed using
ImageJ, with PER in green and PDF in red (Fig. 1.17).

Results

Sleep Consolidation
The circadian clock neural network (CCNN) has classically been associated with locomotor
activity and its effects on timing and consolidation of this activity. Here I will discuss the CCNN’s
influence over the timing and consolidation of siesta and night sleep. In my experiments I have
11

seen higher total siesta and night sleep in male per01 mutant flies (median siesta total sleep =
520.7 min/day, n =20), (median night total sleep = 626.3 min/day, n = 20) over a 3-day period in
12:12 LD conditions, compared to our wildtype control male Canton S (CS) (median siesta total
sleep = 437.3 min/day, median night total sleep = 421.2 min/day, n = 26) (Fig. 1.15 E, 1.19).
These results suggest the role of a functional circadian clock is to limit sleep and as previously
mentioned the anticipatory locomotor activity seen in wildtype flies is partially responsible for
the decrease in total sleep. This anticipatory activity consolidates the sleep via restricting the
timing of sleep, whereas per01 flies lacking anticipation will sleep until the light transitions occur
thus expanding the window of sleep and lower its consolidation. In the following section I will
discuss the contributions to this consolidation of sleep when functional circadian clocks are
reinstated in the M-Neurons only, E-Neurons only, and both M-Neurons and E-Neurons. Finally,
I will touch on the sleep parameters characterizing these manipulations to get a better
understanding of the sleep architecture.
Our M-neurons per rescue driven by the BMRJ Gal-4 driver, classically characterized by its
rescue of lights-on anticipation but lack of lights-off anticipation (Stoleru et al., 2004; Guo et al.
2014) (Fig. 1.13 A) is a good candidate for consolidation of night sleep due to its morning
anticipation limiting the night sleep. In my four behavioral runs with the M-neuron only rescue
group the daytime consolidation was not significantly different from the parental controls in
any of the runs however the night sleep consolidation was significantly higher than the
per01;UAS-period controls in all four runs and higher than the per01;Gal4 control in two of the
four runs (Median = 0.24 Pvalue = 0.0006, Median = 0.34 Pvalue = 8.64E-08). The M-neuron
only rescue group showed the most subtle rescue of morning anticipation when comparing the
12

anticipatory locomotor activity preceding light on (Fig. 1.13 A) to the anticipatory activity of our
wildtype control (Fig. 1.14 A) and the most subtle consolidation of sleep of our rescues, the
consolidation was isolated to night sleep (Table 1.5, Fig. 1.15 A).
Our second rescue driven by the Mai179 Gal-4 driver expressed in both M-neurons and ENeurons, classically will rescue both lights-on and lights-off anticipation (Grima et al. 2004) (Fig.
1.13 B). Suggesting it should contribute to the consolidation of both siesta and night sleep. I
saw significantly higher day-time siesta sleep consolidation in the rescue group compared to
the per01;UAS parental control however the per01;Gal4 parental control displayed similar
consolidation resulting in a non-significant difference in consolidation during the day. When
looking into night sleep this rescue displayed higher consolidation in all four runs compared to
both parental controls (Median = 0.19 Pvalue = 1.23E-05, Median = 0.21 Pvalue = 0.0004,
Median = 0.20 Pvalue = 3.71E-08, Median = 0.21 Pvalue = 0.003). These results indicate the
contributions to sleep consolidation using the Mai179 Gal-4 driver are only significantly for
night sleep (Table 1.6, Fig. 1.18 B).
Our third rescue driven by the CLK856-Gal4 (Gummadova et al. 2009) driver is expressed by
most clock neurons and is expressed in the most clock neurons of any driver we used. This
driver had the strongest recapitulation of a wildtype locomotor anticipatory activity (Fig. 1.14
A). Thus, we expect the influence on sleep consolidation to affect both siesta and night sleep,
and that’s exactly what we see. In our CLK856 rescue group we see significantly higher day
sleep consolidation in all four runs (Median = 0.36 Pvalue = 5.68E-06, Median = 0.48 Pvalue =
2.62E-06, Median = 0.55 Pvalue = 2.25E-11, Median = 0.48 Pvalue = 2.14E-10) and significantly
higher night sleep consolidation (Median = 0.31 Pvalue = 3.15E-09, Median = 0.31 Pvalue =
13

5.24E-09, Median = 0.32 Pvalue = 8.76E-10, Median = 0.39 Pvalue = 7.60E-09). These results
indicate with a broader rescue of PER compared to the Mai179 driver, we see significant
increases in consolidation of sleep during the day and we maintain the nighttime effects we see
in both Mai179 and BMRJ rescues (Table 1.7, Fig. 1.18 C). The lack of significant increase in
sleep consolidation during the day in the Mai179 rescue compared to the CLK856 rescue even
with both displaying locomotor anticipation preceding both light transitions (Fig. 1.13 B, C) is
surprising. We do see a delay in day sleep onset in the CLK856 rescue (Fig. 1.16 C) which may be
responsible for the higher consolidation which is not present in the Mai179 rescue (Fig. 1.16 B).
Our final rescue group driven by CLK856-Gal4, PDF-Gal80 limits the expression to the E-neurons
and most of the Dorsal Neuron classes of clock neurons, surprisingly all three runs displayed
morning and evening anticipation (Fig 1.13 D), but with the PDF Gal-80 targeting the Mneurons, a loss of morning anticipation was expected. When looking at sleep consolidation,
siesta sleep was significantly more consolidated than both parental controls in all three runs
(Median = 0.37 Pvalue = 4.08E-09, Median = 0.44 Pvalue = 1.44E-09, Median = 0.43 Pvalue =
4.60E-10). Night sleep consolidation was only significantly higher than the per01;UAS parental
control for all three night runs but only significantly higher than one run when compared to
per01;Gal4 control (Median = 0.24 Pvalue = 8.30E-08). These results suggest that restricting the
expression of PER in the PDF- neurons, had a subtle effect on night sleep consolidation however
siesta sleep consolidation was significantly higher across all runs (1.18 D). This data suggests the
E-neuron subset strongly influences siesta sleep consolidation (Table 1.8).
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Sleep Architecture
To better investigate the influence of the CCNN on siesta and night sleep, we further broke
down sleep into several day and night sleep parameters. The first we will explore is total sleep,
broken down into day total sleep and night total sleep. As previous mentioned male per01
mutant flies sleep longer (median siesta sleep = 605.3 min/day, n = 27) (median night total
sleep = 651 min/day, n = 27) in our DAMS than our male wildtype control Canton-S (median
siesta total sleep = 437.3 min/day, median night total sleep = 421.2 min/day, n = 26). This data
suggests the CCNN plays a sleep restricting role, with behaviors like morning and evening
locomotor anticipation sculpting sleep as suggested previously by our consolidation results (Fig.
1.14 E, 1.15).
Total Sleep
Our M-Neuron rescue group driven by BMRJ-Gal4, did not have significantly lower day total
sleep than its parental controls in any of our four behavioral runs. There was a trend in three of
the four runs, in which the per01;UAS parental control did have significantly higher total sleep
but due to the Gal-4 control’s similarly lower total daytime sleep we didn’t see significant
differences. In these results we see a lack of sleep restriction during siesta sleep in our Mneuron rescue group. When turning to night total sleep we see a stronger effect, the M-neuron
rescue group demonstrated significantly lower night total sleep in two of four runs (Median =
429.67 min/night Pvalue = 2.93E-07, Median = 427 min/night Pvalue = .003), with a similar
trend emerging with our rescue group having significantly lower night total sleep in all four runs
than our per01;UAS-Per parental control, however in two of the runs the Gal-4 parental control
had slightly lower night total sleep than our rescue group. These results combined with our day
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total sleep results suggest the M-neurons exert a stronger influence on night sleep than siesta
sleep (Table 1.1). These results are consistent with previous work as the morning locomotor
anticipation (Fig. 1.13 A) preceding lights on will restrict night total sleep with the anticipatory
activity shortening night sleep, and the lack of evening anticipation isolates this restriction to
night sleep alone which is what we see in our BMRJ consolidation data (Fig. 1.18 A).
Our M-neuron and E-neuron rescue group driven by Mai179 Gal-4, displays the classical return
of both morning and evening anticipatory locomotor activity preceding both light-on and lightsoff (Fig. 1.13 B). Surprisingly, this return of anticipatory activity didn’t lead to lower siesta total
sleep in any of the four runs. With significantly higher day total sleep in two of the four runs
(Median = 529.67 min/day Pvalue = 0.009, Median = 446.83 min/day Pvalue = 0.0008). For total
nighttime sleep we saw one of four runs in which the rescue group has shorter total night sleep
than both parental controls (Median = 685.33 min/night Pvalue = 0.002). These results suggest
rescue of the M-neuron and E-neuron via Mai179-Gal4 increased day total sleep and lowered
night total sleep slightly (Fig. 1.2).
Our second rescue of most clock neurons using the CLK856-Gal4 (Gummadova et al. 2009) has a
broader expression within the CCNN than the Mai179-Gal4 driver. As previously mentioned,
this experimental group had a higher consolidation and a very similar sleep profile to our
wildtype control (Fig 1.14 A, 1.13 C). In this group we saw lower day total sleep in three of four
runs when compared to the per01;uas-per parental control, however the second parental
control per01;Gal-4 flies, had even lower day total sleep in all 4 runs but we do see a significant
difference in one day sleep total (Median = 280 min/day Pvalue = 3.62E-07). When we turn to
night total sleep, we saw our rescue with significantly lower night total sleep than both parental
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controls across all four runs (Median = 467.83 min/night Pvalue = 0.002, Median = 448
min/night Pvalue = 1.35E-10, Median = 439.33 min/night Pvalue = 0.01, Median = 426.67
min/night Pvalue = 5.71E-07). These results indicate the contribution in our broadest
expression of PER in the CCNN had a powerful influence on restricting sleep during the night
(Table 1.3). With previous research suggesting DNs neurons which are rescued using the
CLK856-Gal4 play a role in regulating sleep (Guo et al., 2016, Kunst et al. 2014).
Our final rescue group, in which we isolated PER rescue to the E-neurons and DN classes, via
the CLK856-Gal4/PDF-Gal80. We observed significantly different daytime sleep in one of three
runs (Median = 424.5 min/day Pvalue = 9.25E-08) with our rescue displaying significantly higher
sleep than our Per01;Gal-4 control and significantly less sleep than our Per01;UAS control. We
saw a trend in all three runs of lower sleep in our rescue than our per01;UAS parental control,
however the Gal-4 control had even lower sleep across all runs. During night total sleep we did
see one of three runs with significantly lower total sleep in our rescue and another nonsignificant but lower result (Median = 474.66 min/night = Pvalue = 0.03). We saw a very subtle
effect in our rescue of the E-neurons when looking at total sleep, with lower night total sleep in
two or three runs but only one significantly lower night total sleep (Table 1.4).
Sleep Onset
With anticipatory light transition activity limiting sleep in the 12:12 environment, we turned to
sleep onset to examine any contributions to sleep architecture in the earlier stages of sleep.
Here the time from the light transitions to sleep onset was measured. In our male wildtype flies
in all four behavioral runs, we saw daytime sleep onset varies but is consistently higher than
nighttime sleep onset (median day sleep onset = 69.67 min, n=26, median night sleep onset =
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38.67 min/day, n =26). In the per01 male mutants this consistent trend of lower night sleep
onset shrinks and we saw both day and night sleep onset closer to equal (median day sleep
onset 21.3 min, n=19, median night sleep onset = 26 min, n=19). This trend of almost equal day
and night sleep onset is also present in all 4 runs of our per01;UAS-Per parental controls (Tables
1.1-1.4).
When comparing our M-Neuron rescue group to its parental controls we saw the trend of
higher day sleep onset than night sleep onset in two of the four runs (Table 1.1), while we saw
both our parental controls with almost equal day and night sleep onset, this suggest M-neurons
play a subtle role in differentiating day and night sleep onset, a quality missing in per01 and our
per01;UAS-per parental control. We saw a significant difference in day sleep onset compared to
night sleep onset in two of four runs in our BMRJ rescue (Pvalue = 2.57E-05, Pvalue = 4.12E-05),
this is similar to the difference we saw in wildtype flies.
In our M-Neuron and E-Neuron rescue using the Mai179-Gal4 driver, we saw the trend higher
day sleep onset than night onset reemerges (Table 1.2). We saw a significant difference in day
and night sleep onset in all four runs in our Mai179 rescue (Pvalue = 3.68E-06, Pvalue = 2.50E05, Pvalue = 1.10E-10, Pvalue = 1.67E-07), but neither of our parental controls shows significant
differences between day and night sleep onset. Suggesting the Mai rescue has differentiated
day and night sleep based on sleep onset. Another finding in day sleep onset in our Mai179
rescue was the significantly earlier onset time in one of our four runs (Median = 16 min/post
light-on Pvalue = 0.01). When observing night sleep onset, we found significantly later sleep
onset in two of four runs (median = 70.33 min/post lights-off Pvalue = 0.006, Median = 109.83
min/post lights-off Pvalue = 2.31E-09). The significant differences in earlier day sleep onset and
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significantly later night onset suggest that unlike our M-neuron rescue alone, rescuing both M
and E neuronal groups significantly influences onset in the direction of our wildtype flies.
The CLK856 Gal-4 rescue of most clock neurons in the CCNN had a strong effect on day sleep
onset. With significantly later day sleep onset in three of four runs (Median = 71 min/post
lights-on Pvalue = 2.63E-08, Median = 140 min/post lights-on Pvalue = 1.62E-09, Median = 124
min/post lights-on Pvalue = 8.86E-06). The night sleep onset results were significantly later in
three of four runs as well, with the fourth trending that that direction (Median = 98.83
min/post lights-off Pvalue = 7.55E-05, Median = 131.67 min/post lights-off Pvalue = 4.61E-09,
Median = 143.67 min/post lights-off Pvalue = 9.53E-09). With the broader range of expression
than our Mai179 Gal-4 rescue we saw a similar trend but larger differences and more
significant differences between our rescue and the parental controls, where sleep onset in both
day and night tended to be later in our experimental groups (Fig. 1.15 C).
In the CLK856-Gal4/PDF-Gal80 rescue of E-neurons and DNs, we saw significant increases in day
sleep onset in all three runs (Median = 38.5 min/post lights-on Pvalue = 0.0006, Median = 82
min/post lights-on Pvalue = 4.79E-10, Median = 76.83 min/post lights-on Pvalue = 6.59E-06).
The pattern of higher night sleep onset than day sleep onset is present in all 3 runs (Table 1.4).
When looking at night sleep onset we saw one run with significantly increased night sleep onset
(Median = 109 min/post lights-off Pvalue = 2.32E-09). These results suggest the E-neurons and
DN neurons exert pressure and increase day sleep onset significantly and night onset slightly
but also are capable of maintaining the trend of higher day sleep onset and lower sleep onset at
night.
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Sleep Duration
Our final measure of sleep architecture, is the duration of sleep bouts, defined as any period of
5min without the fly crossing the central IR beam will be registered as a sleep bout in the DAM.
In our male wildtype flies (median day bout duration = 37.9 min/bout, n = 29, median night
sleep bout duration = 35.6 min/bout, n = 29) show similar durations of siesta and night bout
duration. Our male per01 mutant flies display a similar day bout duration but night bout
duration is much higher (median day bout duration = 54.9 min/bout, n = 27, median night bout
duration = 154.2 min/bout, n = 27). In all four runs, per01 male mutants’ night bout duration
was much higher than our wildtype control hovering around 100 min/bout.
Our BMRJ Gal-4 driven M-neuron rescue had significantly lower day sleep duration in one of
four runs compared to both parental controls (Median = 13.50 min/bout Pvalue = 0.0001), with
significantly higher day sleep duration in one of four runs than both parental controls (Median =
44.60 min/bout Pvalue = 3.39E-05). Looking at night sleep duration we saw significantly shorter
sleep duration in two of four runs compared to both parental controls (Median = 33.22
min/bout Pvalue = 2.93E-07, Median = 43.04 min/bout Pvalue = .0001). These mixed results
from day duration, in conjunction with the more consistent night duration results suggest the
M-neuron group has a stronger influence over night sleep duration but plays a role in regulating
both day and night sleep bout duration.
In our Mai179 Gal-4 rescue of the M-neuron and E-neuron groups, we saw a significantly longer
day sleep duration in two of four runs compared to both parental controls (Median = 37.51
min/bout Pvalue = 0.0005, Median = 24.78 min/bout Pvalue = 4.52E-11). In night duration we
saw significantly shorter night duration in one of four runs compared to both parental controls
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(Median = 69.38 min/bout Pvalue = 0.003). We saw a stronger and more consistent influence
on day duration compared to the M-neuron rescue and a similar contribution to night sleep
duration (Table 1.2).
The CLK856 Gal-4 rescue of most clock neurons only had one run out of four with significantly
different day sleep duration compared to both parental controls (Median = 24.20 min/bout
Pvalue = 1.32E-06). In all four runs the day duration was longer than the Per01;Gal-4 parental
control, but the duration was never longer than the per01;UAS-per parental control. With one
significant result where the rescue fell between both parental controls (Table 1.3). Night sleep
duration displayed similar results to day duration, with one of four runs with significantly lower
night duration compared to both parental controls (Median = 58.98 min/bout Pvalue = 0.006).
We did see a trend of shorter duration than the Per01;Gal-4 parental control in all four runs but
only significantly shorter in one of four runs.
In our E-neuron and DN rescue using CLK856-Gal4/PDF-Gal80, the duration of day sleep was
significantly longer than both parental controls in two of three runs (Median = 49.47 min/bout
Pvalue = 2.98E-11, Median = 28.73 min/bout Pvalue = 0.001). With night sleep duration
significantly different in two of three runs, with one run having significantly higher night
duration than both parental controls (Median = 133.12 min/bout Pvalue = 5.03E-10) and the
other with significantly lower duration than the per01;UAS parental control but significantly
higher than the per01;Gal-4 parental control (Median = 55.21 min/bout Pvalue = 0.0006). These
mixed night duration results compared to the consistent day duration results, suggest the Eneuron and DN rescue had a stronger influence on day sleep duration but both day and night
seemed to be influenced.
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Long Sleep
Recent research mentioned earlier has suggested drosophila sleep isn’t a unitary state, with
bouts of sleep lasting 30 minutes or longer showing changes in metabolism and an increased
resistance to wake from mechanical stimuli (Stahl et al., 2017; Tainton et al., 2020, Van Alphen
et al. 2013, 2021). To investigate this longer sleep, I used a 30-minute sleep definition, where a
lack of crossing the central IR beam for 30 or more minutes will register as sleep. This longer
sleep definition may provide a glimpse into a different kind of sleep, possibly something akin to
NREM sleep in humans but more research is needed to be certain.
Using the longer definition of sleep, I compared our CCNN rescues to both parental controls in
total sleep and sleep onset, to investigate if this longer sleep is influenced by the circadian
network. The BMRJ Gal-4 driven M-neuron rescue demonstrated a drastic reduction in daytime
sleep compared to the Per01;UAS parental control(Fig. 1.16 A); however, the Per01;Gal-4
parental control also demonstrated a similar reduction in day total sleep which proved to not
be significantly different. Night total sleep retained much more sleep compared to day in our
M-neuron rescue but we did see one run out of four with a significant difference in night total
sleep where our rescue showed more total night sleep than our per01;UAS parental control and
less sleep than our Gal4 control (Median = 327.33 min/night Pvalue = .005) (Table 1.9). This
may suggest a subtle influence on night long sleep in our M-neuron rescue where sleep is
limited during the night but very similar to our Per01;Gal-4 parental control during day (Fig.
1.16A).
The M-neuron and E-neuron rescue using Mai179 Gal-4, we saw a stronger influence on sleep
onset with a significant reduction in day long sleep onset compared to both parental controls in
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three of four runs (Median = 59.33 min/post lights-on Pvalue = .01, Median = 70.5 min/post
lights-on Pvalue = .005, Median = 87.33 min/post lights-on Pvalue = .02). When looking at night
long sleep onset we saw two of four runs with significantly shorter sleep onset compared to
both parental controls in two of four runs (Median = 88 min/post lights-off Pvalue = .007,
Median = 115 min/post lights-off Pvalue = 2.67E-05). These results suggest the onset of this
longer sleep occurs earlier during the day and later during the night in our Mai179 Gal-4 rescue.
When looking at total day long sleep in the Mai179 Gal-4 rescue we saw a trend of higher day
total long sleep, however the differences proved to not be significantly different than the
parental controls except for one run out of four where the rescue fell in between both parental
controls (Median = 264.33 min/day Pvalue = 1.76E-07). In night long sleep we saw a trend of
lower night total sleep with one of four runs with significantly less total night sleep than both
parental controls (Median = 492 min/night Pvalue = 8.9E-05), and another run with a significant
difference in night total sleep where the rescue fell between both parental controls (Median =
486 min/night Pvalue = 8.4E-07). We saw a stronger influence on night long sleep in our Mai179
Gal-4 rescue when looking at total long sleep but a stronger influence on long sleep onset in
both day and night (Table 1.10).
Our CLK856 Gal-4 rescue of most clock neurons we saw an increase in day long sleep onset
across all runs compared to both parental controls, with a significant increase in two of four
runs (Median = 308.83 min/post lights-on Pvalue = 9.5E-07, Median = 310.33 min/post lights-on
Pvalue = .001). We also saw an increase in night long sleep onset across the board with
significant increases in all four runs (Median = 147 min/post lights-off Pvalue = 1.2E-06, Median
= 74 min/post lights-off Pvalue = .008, Median = 151.33 min/post lights-off Pvalue = 4.3E-05,
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Median = 164 min/post lights-off Pvalue = 1.5E-05). These results indicate the broader
expression of CLK856 Gal-4 powerfully influences night long sleep onset and has a moderate
influence on day long sleep onset as well. When looking at total day long sleep in CLK856 Gal-4
rescue, we saw a significant reduction in sleep compared to the per01;UAS parental control and
a significant increase compared to the per01;Gal-4 parental control in two of four runs (Median
= 187 min/day Pvalue = 1.1E-08, Median = 108.33 min/day Pvalue = 5.2E-09). Here we see a
promotion on long sleep compared to the per01;Gal-4 parental but a reduction compared to the
per01;UAS parental control. In night total long sleep, we only saw one of four runs with
significantly less night total sleep than both parental controls (Median = 370 min/night Pvalue =
7.9E-11) but we saw a trend of non-significant reductions of sleep across the board compared
to the per01;Gal-4 control and our per01;UAS control is close enough to prevent significant
differences (Table 1.11). These results in conjunction with the long sleep profiles (Fig. 1.16 C),
indicate the long sleep onset contributions of the CLK856 Gal-4 rescue are powerful, with some
mixed results when looking at total long sleep.
Our final rescue using CLK856 Gal-4/PDF Gal-80 in the E-neurons and DNs demonstrated a
powerful influence on day long sleep onset, in which three of three runs had significantly later
sleep onset compared to both parental controls (Median = 185 min/post lights-on Pvalue =
.0002, Median = 198.83 min/post lights-on Pvalue = .03, Median = 224.75 min/post lights-on
Pvalue = .0003). Night long sleep onset was not significantly different in any of the three runs.
Here we see strong evidence the E-neuron and DNs rescue contributions are isolated to day
long sleep. When looking at day total long sleep we saw a significant increase in one of three
runs (Median = 332.5 min/day Pvalue = 3.54E-08). Similar to sleep onset, we saw night total
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long sleep not significantly differ in any of the three runs. These results suggest the E-neuron
and DNs rescue contributes significantly in delaying long sleep onset and a more subtle
influence on total long sleep during the day but not during the night when looking at a longer
definition of sleep (Table 1.12).
Conclusion
To summarize the results seen in the sleep parameters, the limiting of sleep denoted by
differences in total day and total night sleep indicate our M-neuron rescue has stronger
contributions to night sleep restrictions than siesta sleep compared to both its parental
controls. Both of our M-Neuron and E-Neuron rescues had minimal differences during siesta
sleep but the CLK856 Gal-4 driven rescue saw strong effects on limiting night total sleep
compared to its parental controls. When we change our sleep definition, we do see significant
contributions to long sleep onset in both our M-neuron and E-neuron rescues. In our E-neuron
and DNs rescue we saw very subtle influences on both day and night total long sleep, however
when we change the sleep definition and examine long sleep onset, we saw a significant
increase in sleep onset during the day in our CLK856 Gal-4/PDF Gal-80 rescue suggesting the Eneurons and DNs play a role in delaying long sleep onset.
In standard sleep onset, we saw the trend of higher day sleep onset compared to night sleep
onset emerged in our rescues and wildtype control. With both of our M-neuron and E-Neuron
rescues showing significant influences on sleep onset during both day and night compared to
their parental controls. Interestingly, the E-neuron and DNs rescue had significant influence on
day sleep onset but no significant impact on night sleep onset. This result suggests the E-
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neurons and DNs influence may be specific to day sleep onset for the standard and long sleep
definitions.
Our final sleep parameter investigated was sleep duration (limited to the standard 5-minute
sleep definition), in our M-neuron rescue driven by BMRJ Gal-4 we saw night sleep duration
shortens, while day sleep duration had mixed results compared to both parental controls. This
would suggest this rescue exerts more influence on night sleep duration than day sleep
duration. In our Mai179 Gal-4 rescue of both M-neurons and E-neurons, we saw an increase in
day sleep duration compared to both its parental controls. We did see a trend of shorter sleep
duration during night in both Mai179 Gal-4 and CLK856 Gal-4 rescues however the per01;UAS
parental control would consistently have lower sleep duration. In our E-neuron and DNs rescue
driven by CLK856 Gal-4/PDF Gal-80 we saw day sleep duration significantly increase in most
runs, supporting the idea the E-neurons and DNs exert influence over siesta sleep. We also saw
one run with increase night sleep duration in the E-neuron and DNs rescue. Suggesting these
neuronal groups promote sleep and long sleep (Fig. 1.16 D).
Overall, the M-neuron rescue driven by BMRJ Gal-4 tended to have a stronger influence over
night sleep, the M-neuron and E-neuron rescues driven by Mai179 Gal-4 showed influence over
both day and night. With CLK856 Gal-4 rescue showing stronger contributions, mostly likely due
to the broader expression within the CCNN. Finally, the E-neuron and DNs rescue had the
inverse influence as the M-neuron rescue, demonstrating stronger contributions to siesta sleep
especially when looking at longer sleep definitions.
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Discussion
This study highlighted the influences of the M-neuron and E-neuron subsets of the CCNN in
12:12 LD conditions. Initially we’d hoped to compare the same sleep parameters in DD as we
did in LD, however with neither of the parental controls displaying any rhythmicity in DD, these
comparisons wouldn’t prove meaningful. Comparing the rescues to one another also proved
difficult in DD as we saw different length of periods which shifted the defined day time period
from ZT 0 – ZT 12 to either earlier in our BMRJ Gal-4 rescue or later in Mai179 Gal-4, CLK856
Gal-4 and CLK856 Gal-4/PDF Gal-80 rescues. For these reasons the analysis was focused on LD
where the 12-hour light and 12-hour dark phases allowed for comparable analysis.
As mentioned in the methods section, the DAM which we used to infer sleep does have a
tendency to overestimate sleep. This being due to movement which doesn’t cross the IR beam
in the middle of the tube still leaves some space for activity that will be counted as sleep. In
future runs, this overestimation of sleep can be partially removed with the use of video tracking
methods of quantifying sleep. This method also allows for the detection of micromovements
such as grooming and eating to be identified and further limit the overestimation of sleep. In
future runs, video tracking would prove to be a better method for sleep quantification and
recent studies have identified a proboscis extension which accompanies highly elevated arousal
threshold for sleep (Van Alphen et al. 2021). This could be a behavior, trackable via automated
detection of micromovement, that could identify a deeper sleep stage similar to NREM sleep in
mammals. I attempted analyzing longer bouts of sleep by changing the sleep definition to 30
min of inactivity, however such a simple definition may need additional research or a secondary
measure to more accurately investigate NREM or other sleep stages. If the results of the E27

neuron rescue promoting long sleep during the day was confirmed with video tracking of the
proboscis extension we can more confidently infer this longer sleep is comparable to NREM
sleep in mammals.
The contributions of the M-neuron rescue more heavily influenced night sleep when looking at
sleep consolidation and sleep architecture, while still having a subtle contribution to siesta
sleep. The E-Neuron and DNs rescue driven by CLK856 Gal-4/PDF Gal-80 showed strong
contributions to day sleep consolidation even without the loss of the morning anticipatory
locomotor activity. To follow up on the findings in the CLK856 Gal-4/PDF Gal-80, I’d like to use a
genotype which loses the morning anticipation but maintains evening locomotor activity and
compare the differences in night sleep between the two. Perhaps a CRY+ Gal-80, which has
been demonstrated to disrupt the morning anticipatory activity (Stoleru et al. 2004). Our Eneuron and DNs rescue did have a significantly stronger influence over day sleep consolidation
and architecture compared to night while still presenting the morning locomotor anticipatory
activity using the standard 5-min definition of sleep. We saw an even larger influence on siesta
sleep in our E-neuron rescue however consolidation test using the 30-min definition proved
misleading as very small amounts of day sleep which was present in our BMRJ Gal-4 rescue and
several gal-4 controls would have very high consolidation of sleep due to the very low amount
of day long sleep occurring in a small window of time.
Overall, this study saw contributions to both siesta and night sleep when rescuing PER
expression in the CCNN. The increases in sleep consolidation and a shift towards wildtype sleep
architecture in several sleep parameters in our rescues indicate these neurons play a key role in
regulating and maintaining sleep. While sleep staging still remains elusive within this model
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organism the foundation of circadian research positions Drosophila Melanogaster well to
unravel the contributions of the circadian influence on sleep. Within the increased resolution
provided by video tracking, perhaps sleep staging or some behaviour correlate will shorty allow
researchers to differentiate types of sleep. Once sleep staging or something comparable is
achieved in this model organism the simplicity of the neural networks in Drosophila
Melanogaster will provide more valuable insights into the influence of the CCNN on sleep and
possibly lead to treatments for conditions such as SCRD and other sleep related mental and
physical health issues.
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Tables

1.1 – BMRJ Sleep Parameters
DAY
Genotype Sleep
Duration
(min)
BMRJ
22.52
Rescue
BMRJ
16.43
Gal-4
Control
UAS
23.59
Control

Sleep
Onset
(min)
43.37

Night
Total
Sleep
Sleep
Duration
(min)
(min)
295.58 49.25

Sleep
Onset
(min)
83.83

69.62

248.95 71.54

115.49 473.45 4

77

23.25

414.70 72.72

25.78

576.54 4

93

Sleep
Onset
(min)
15.33

Night
Total
Sleep
Sleep
Duration
(min)
(min)
465.28 70.45

Sleep
Onset
(min)
73.45

Total
Number
Sleep
of Runs
(min)
557.12 4

Total
flies (n)

35.03

367.53 118.29

53.99

598.70 4

107

23.25

414.70 72.72

25.78

576.54 4

93

Sleep
Onset
(min)
94.79

Night
Total
Sleep
Sleep
Duration
(min)
(min)
321.28 58.43

Sleep
Onset
(min)
106.16

Total
Number Total
Sleep
of Runs flies (n)
(min)
445.45 4
106

73.49

258.87 65.67

47.99

543.70 4

111

23.25

414.70 72.72

25.78

576.54 4

93

Total
Number Total
Sleep
of Runs flies (n)
(min)
443.58 4
78

1.2 – Mai Sleep Parameters
DAY
Genotype Sleep
Duration
(min)
Mai
26.7
Rescue
Mai Gal-4 17.72
Control
UAS
23.59
Control

97

1.3 – CLK856 Sleep Parameters

Day
Genotype Sleep
Duration
(min)
CLK
18.32
Rescue
CLK Gal-4 11.08
Control
UAS
23.59
Control
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1.4 – CLK856/PDF Sleep Parameters

Day
Genotype Sleep
Duration
(min)
CLK/ PDF 34.77
Rescue
CLK/PDF 14.50
Gal-4
Control
UAS
23.59
Control

Sleep
Onset
(min)
65.77

Night
Total
Sleep
Sleep
Duration
(min)
(min)
398.05 79.84

Sleep
Onset
(min)
86.94

Total
Number
Sleep
of Runs
(min)
500.77 3

Total
flies (n)

39.77

303.11 68.61

77.75

511.99 3

77

23.25

414.70 72.72

25.78

576.54 4

93

80

1.5 – BMRJ Sleep Consolidation
Day Consolidation
BMRJ Rescue
BMRJ Gal4 Control
BMRJ UAS Control

Night Consolidation

Total
flies (n)
15
22
25

Run 1
0.1
0.14
0.14

Total
flies (n)
24
25
26

Run 2
0.18
0.23
0.11

Total
flies (n)
18
14
21

Run 3
0.11
0.12
0.09

Total
flies (n)
21
16
21

Run 4
0.21
0.22
0.11

BMRJ Rescue

Total
Run 1
flies (n)
15
0.24

Total
Run 2
flies (n)
24
0.21

Total
Run 3
flies (n)
18
0.34

Total
Run 4
flies (n)
21
0.33

BMRJ Gal4 Control
BMRJ UAS Control

22
25

25
26

0.3
0.1

14
21

16
21

Total
flies (n)
23
32
26

Run 2

Total
flies (n)
32
19
21

Run 3

Total
flies (n)
23
32
26

Run 2

Total
flies (n)
32
19
21

Run 3

0.19
0.09

0.18
0.07

0.45
0.14

1.6 – Mai179 Sleep Consolidation
Day Consolidation

Run 1

Mai Rescue
Mai Gal4 Control
Mai UAS Control

Total
flies (n)
21
25
25

Night
Consolidation
Mai Rescue
Mai Gal4 Control
Mai UAS Control

Total
flies (n)
21
25
25

Run 1

0.19
0.13
0.14

0.19
0.06
0.09

0.17
0.16
0.11

0.21
0.14
0.1

0.16
0.26
0.09

0.2
0.1
0.07

Total
flies (n)
21
31
21

Run 4

Total
flies (n)
21
31
21

Run 4

0.21
0.17
0.11

0.21
0.16
0.14
31

1.7 – CLK856 Sleep Consolidation
Day Consolidation Total
flies (n)
CLK Rescue
28
CLK Gal4 Control
24
CLK UAS Control
25

Night Consolidation
CLK Rescue
CLK Gal4 Control
CLK UAS Control

Run 1
0.36
0.16
0.14

Total
flies (n)
28
24
25

Total
flies (n)
28
27
26

Run 1
0.31
0.14
0.09

Run 2
0.48
0.11
0.11

Total
flies (n)
28
27
26

Total
flies (n)
27
32
21

Run 2
0.31
0.2
0.1

Run 3
0.55
0.27
0.09

Total
flies (n)
27
32
21

Total
flies (n)
23
28
21

Run 3

Run 4
0.48
0.23
0.11

Total
flies (n)
23
28
21

0.32
0.16
0.07

Run 4
0.39
0.15
0.14

1.8 – CLK856/PDF Sleep Consolidation
Day Consolidation
CLKPDF Rescue
CLKPDF Gal4 Control
CLKPDF UAS Control

Total flies (n)
26
25
26

Run 1
0.37
0.22
0.11

Total flies (n)
24
29
21

Run 2
0.44
0.34
0.09

Total flies (n)
30
23
21

Run 3
0.43
0.25
0.11

Night Consolidation
CLKPDF Rescue
CLKPDF Gal4 Control
CLKPDF UAS Control

Total flies (n)
26
25
26

Run 1
0.22
0.2
0.1

Total flies (n)
24
29
21

Run 2
0.24
0.17
0.07

Total flies (n)
30
23
21

Run 3
0.19
0.21
0.14

1.9 – BMRJ Long Sleep Parameters
Genotype

BMRJ
Rescue
BMRJ Gal-4
Control
UAS
Control

Day
Sleep
Onset
(min)
146.86

Total
Sleep
(min)
54.49

Night
Sleep
Onset
(min)
137.99

Total
Sleep
(min)
383.9

Total
Runs

Total
flies (n)

4

78

208.8

97.28

167.79

404.16

4

77

119.72

249.68

49.62

489.07

4

93
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1.10 – Mai Long Sleep Parameters
Genotype

Mai Rescue
Mai Gal-4
Control
UAS
Control

Day
Sleep
Onset
(min)
75.07
102.83
119.72

Total
Sleep
(min)
278.58
153.58

Night
Sleep
Onset
(min)
90.16
66.54

Total
Sleep
(min)
496.41
561.99

Total
Runs

Total
flies (n)

4
4

97
107

249.68

49.62

489.07

4

93

Total
Sleep
(min)
385.12
475.58

Total
Runs

Total
flies (n)

4
4

106
111

1.11 – CLK Long Sleep Parameters
Genotype

CLK Rescue
CLK Gal-4
Control
UAS
Control

Day
Sleep
Onset
(min)
266.78
199.22

Total
Sleep
(min)
137.58
42.03

Night
Sleep
Onset
(min)
134.08
71.83

119.72

249.68

49.62

489.07

4

93

1.12 – CLKPDF Long Sleep Parameters
Genotype

CLK;PDF
Rescue
CLK; PDF
Gal-4
Control
UAS
Control

Day
Sleep
Onset
(min)
202.86

Total
Sleep
(min)
290.66

Night
Sleep
Onset
(min)
115.21

Total
Sleep
(min)
445.49

Total
Runs

Total
flies (n)

3

80

116.13

84.22

108.94

450.66

3

77

119.72

249.68

49.62

489.07

4

93
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Figures
Experimental and Parental Controls Activity Histograms
Figure 1.13

In figure 1.13 you see activity averaged from the last 3 days in LD for the experimentals (top row), Per01;Gal4 controls
middle row and per01;UAS in the bottom row. Grey bars are day and dark bars are night activity.

Wildtype and Per01 Mutant Activity Histogram
Figure 1.14

In figure 1.14 you see wildtype LD activity on the left and Per01;UAS mutant on the right.
34

Sleep Profiles (standard 5-min sleep definition)
Figure 1.15

In figure 1.15 panels A-D you see sleep profiles using the standard 5 minute sleep definition
averaged from the last 3 days in LD, with experimental flies in magenta, per01;Gal-4 controls in
grey and per01;UAS controls in black. In panel E you can see wildtype sleep profile in blue and a
per01 mutant in yellow.
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Long Sleep Profiles (30-min sleep definition)
Figure 1.16

In figure 1.16 panels A-D you see long sleep profiles of our experimentals in magenta,
per01;Gal-4 controls in grey and per01;UAS controls in black using a 30 minute sleep definition.
In panel E you see the long sleep profiles of a wildtype in blue and Per01 mutant in yellow.
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1.17
CCNN Immunolabelling

BMRJ Rescue

A

Mai Rescue

B

CLK856 Rescue

C

CLK856/PDF Rescue

D

In figure 1.17 you see PER labeled in green and PDF labeled in red.
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1.18
Sleep Consolidation Rose Plots – 5 min sleep

A

B

C

D

In figure 1.18 you see sleep levels with the standard definition of sleep from ZT 0-12 on the
right side of the rose plots (day) and ZT 12-24 on the left (night). This data is from an average
from the last 3 days in LD.
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1.19
Sleep Consolidation Rose Plots – Wildtype and Per01

B

A

In Figure 1.19 you see sleep levels, with ZT 0-12 on the right (day) and ZT
12-24 on the left (night) for a Per01 mutant and a wildtype male fly.

1.20
Actigraphy Shift LD to DD

A

B

C

D

In figure 1.20 you see experimental flies’ activity levels in the last 3 days in
LD in the top 3 rows followed by the shift in activity when moved into DD
in the last three rows.
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